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SECTION M
"Bookes lent & omitted in
ye formr Catalogue"
(Book sizes unknown)
1176. 2 my owne Sermon bookes £0 05 0
Presumably 2 copies of Item no. 451, above.
1177. Alexand: ab Alexand Genialium dierum £0 03 6
Alexander ab ALEXANDRO, Genialium dierum libri sex ...
accuratius quam antehac excusi, cu. duplici indice,
Paris, 1532 folio
Numerous subsequent editions in various book sizes.
(DS, p.286)
1178. The history of ye yron age £0 06 6
Jean Nicolas de PARIVAL, The History of this Iron Age
wherein is set down the true state of Europe, as it was
in the year 1500 ... rendred into English, by B. Harris,
London, 1656 ; 1659 folio
(STC : P361)
1179. The history of Sweethland £0 07 0
John FOWLER, The History of the troubles of Suethland
and Poland, which occasioned the expulsion of
Sigismundus the Third ... with his heires ... from
the Suethish crown, London, 1656 folio
(STC : F1731-F1732)
1180. Plato in latine £0 07 6
Probably an edition of:
PLATO, Opera (ed. M. Ficino), Florence, 1484, 1485
Lyons, 1588 folio
1181. Peuceri de divinatione £0 03 6
Caspar PEUCER, Co_entarius de praecipuis divinationum
generibus, Wittenberg, 1553 ... Hanover & Frankfurt,
1607 80
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1182. Holy oake upon Rider £0 10 0
John RIDER, Bishop of Killaloe, Riders dictionarie
corrected and augpented (English-latin). Wherein
Riders index is transformed into a dictionarie
etymologicall. any words added (Latin-English) B
F(rancis) Holyoke, London, 1606 ... London, 1659 40
(STC : 21032-21036b.7 ; R1442-R1443)
1183. A Greeke Lexicon £0 08 6
1184. 3 of Glaubers bookes £0 03 6
3 volumes by Johann Rudolph GLAUBER.
1185. A peice of paracelsus £0 04 6
An unspecified work by Philipp Aureol Theophrast
BOMBAST VON HOHENHEIM.
1186. Terrence in English £0 02 6
Publius TERENTIUS Afer, Terence in English. Fabulae
... Anglicae factae primumque hac nova forma nunc
editae : opera ac industria R. B(ernard), Cambridge,
1598 ; 1607 ; London, 1614 ; 1629 ; 1641 (6th ed) 8°
Latin-English.
(STC : 23890-23893 ; T751)
1187. Walesij infinitorum Arithmetica £0 04 6
John WALLIS, Arithuetica Infinitorum, Oxford, 1655 40
Part 3 of Wallis' Operum mathematicorus, published in
4 Parts at Oxford, 1655-56 (each part with a separate
title-page and pagination).
(STC : W598-W598A)
1188. Piquet in English £0 02 6
Jean PECQUET, New Anatomical Experiments of J. Pecquet,
by which the hitherto unknown receptacle of the chyle,
and the transmission from thence to the subclavical
veins by the now discovered lacteal chanels of the
thorax, is plainly made appear in brutes, 2 vols. (in
1?), London, 1653 120
(STC : P1045)
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1189. Brevis disquisitio & Racovian Cathechisme £0 02 0
Two separate works bound together in 1 volume:
(a) (John BIDDLE), Brevis Disquisitio : or a
brief enquiry touching a better way then is co_only
made use of, to refute Papists, and reduce Protestants
to certainty and unity in religion, London, 1653 80
(STC : B2870)
(b) (William DUGARD), The Racovian Catechisme : or
the substance of the confession of those Churches, which
in the Kingd of Poland ... and other provinces
appertaining to that kingdom, do affirm that no other
save the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ is that one
God of Israel, Amsterdam & London, 1652 80
(STC : R121)
1190. The history of parismus £0 02 6
Emanuel FORDE, Parismus, the Renowned Prince of Bohemia.
His most famous, delectable, and pleasant Historie.
Conteining his Noble Battailes fought against the Persians.
His love to Laurana ... and his strange adventures in
the Desolate Iland, London, 1598, 1599 ... 11th ed.,
London, 1681 40
(STC : 11171-11175 ; F1531A-F1536)
1191. Ovidij metamorphos: lib £0 02 0
Publius OVIDIUS NASO, NetaMorphoses
Dozens of editions in various book sizes. First published
in folio : ?, 1472? ; in 40 : Lyons, 1510 ; in 80
Lyons, 1505.
Another copy of Item no. 1043, above.
1192. Marchams booke wth: ye Art of venery £0 12 6
Two separate works bound together in 1 volume:
(a) A work by Gervase MARKHAM. Given the subject
of 1192(b), and the wording in the catalogue, this is
probably an edition of the following:
arkham maister-peece. Or what doth a horse man
lacke, London, 1610 ... London, 1636 40
(STC : 17376-17379.5)
(b) (George TURBERVILLE), The Noble Arte of
Venerie or Hunting. Wherein is handled and set out the
Vertues,, Nature, and Properties of fivetene sundrie
Chaces together, with the order and maner how to Hunte
and Kill every one of thm. Translated and collected
... out of the best approoved Authors, London, 1575
1611 40
(STC : 24328-24329)
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1193. ffieni methodus medendi lib £0 06 0
I can find no work of this title under either Joannes
or Thomas Fienus. In all probability, this is an
error in transcription for:
GALEN, Methodus edendi, 1st ed., Paris, 1519 folio
Numerous later editions in various book sizes.
(Another copy of Item no. 37, above?)
1194. ffelix Wurtzius in English £0 03 6
Felix WUERTZ, An experimental treatise of surgerie
in four parts ... Faithfully translated ... out of
the ... German tongue ... by Abraham Lenertzon Fox,
London, 1656 40
Another edition of this work appeared under the
title The surgeons guid, London, 1658 (40).
(STC : W3733 ; W3734)
1195. 2 bookes of Cleopatra £0 03 0
Probably two works by the medical writer CLEOPATRA.
This might also, however, be a reference to:
Thomas MAY, Two Tragedies, viz. Cleopatra Queene of
AEgypt : and Agrippina, Empress of Rome, London,
1654 120
(STC : M1416)
1196. Bellerminus enerbatus £0 03 6
William AMES, Bellarminus enervatus, Amsterdam, 1628
Oxford, 1629 ; 4 vols., London, 1633, 1632 120
(DS, p.46 ; STC : 550-551)
1197. H: N: Workes £0 07 6
The works of the founder of the sect known as the
Family of Love, H(endrik) N(ICLAS), first published
in English at Cologne, 1574-75 in 15 small volumes in
80 (trans. Christopher Vitell). Many of these works
were subsequently republished at London between 1648
and 1656.
1198. Tenzelij exagesis etc £0 03 0
Angelo SAIA, Ternarius Bezoardicorum et Hemetologia
seu Triius vomitoriorum, e gallico sermone latinitate
xwTLa sobar donati, cum exegesi Chysiatrica A(ndreas)
Tentzelii, Erfurt, 1618 ; 1630 80
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1199. Blundeviles Excercise £0 06 6
1200.
Thomas BLUNDEVILLE, N. Blundevile His Exercises,
containing sixe Treatises ... verie necessarie to be
read and learned of all young Gentlemen that ... are
desirous to have knowledge ... in Ccs ographie,
Astronomie and Geographie, as also in the Arte of
Navigation, London, 1594 ... 7th ed., London, 1636 40
(STC : 3146-3151a)
Historia Waldensis £0 03 0
One of two possible works:
(a) Scipio LENTULUS, Nemorabilis historia
persecutionum, bellorumque in populam vulgo Valdensem
appellatum ... nunc vero a Christophoro Richardo ...
Latinitate donata, Geneva, 1581 80
(b) Balthasar LYDIUS, Facula accensa Historiae
Waldensium, Dordrecht, 1618 book size unknown*
* Work referred to in Georg Draud, Bibliotheca Classica,
Sive Catalogus Officinalis, 2 vols., Frankfurt, 1625,
I, p.650. I have not been able to trace an extant
edition of this work.
1201. A poeticall Dictionary & Hebrew grammer £0 07 0
In all probability, two separate works published by
Robert Estienne the Elder at Paris in the 1530s, and
now bound together in 1 volume:
(a) Hermannus TORRENTINUS, Dictionarium poeticum
quod vulgo inscribitur Elucidanus Carminum, Paris,
1530 ; 1535 ; 1550 80
(b) (Robert ESTIENNE the Elder), Alphabetum
Hebraicum. De pronuntiatione literarum Heb., ...
decem ... Domini praecepta, Hebraice et Latine,
Paris, 1539 80
1202. Moores Arithmeticke £0 03 6
Sir Jonas NOORE, Noores Arithmetick : discovering the
secrets of that art, in Numbers and Species, London,
1650 ; 1660 80
(STC : M2563-M2564)
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1203. Bakers Arithmetick £0 01 8
Humphrey BAKER, The Well springe of Sciences, which
teacheth the perfect worke and practise of Arithmeticke,
London, 1568 ... London, 1670* 80
(* Nb. The 1670 edition was entitled Bakers
Arithuetick).
(STC : 1210-1218 ; B492)
1204. Regij Arithmetica £0 01 4
Ulricus REGIUS, Utriusque arithmetices epitome ex variis
authoribus concinnata, per Hudalrichum Regium, Strassburg,
1536 ; Freiburg im Breisgau, 1543 ; 1550 80
SECTION N
"Libri Theologici in 4to: et 12mo:"*
(Works on theology in all book sizes*)
1205. Bishop King upon Jonas £0 07 0
John KING, Bishop of London, Lectures upon Jonas,
delivered at Yorke, Oxford, 1597 ; 1599 ; 1600;
London, 1611 ; 1618 40
(STC : 14976-14981)
1206. Lewes of Granada, The Sinners guide £0 03 6
LUIS de Granada, Dominican (i.e. Luis SARRIA),
The Sinners Guyde. A worke contayning the whole
regiment of a Christian life ... Compiled in the
Spanish tongue ... And nowe ... digested into English,
by Francis Neres, London, 1598 ; 1614 40
(STC : 16918-16919)
* This is clearly an error in transcription for "4to: 8vo:
et 12mo:". Once again, this section would appear to fall
into two fairly well defined sub-divisions, the first half
mainly consisting of works in 4°, the second half of works
in 8° and some 120.
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1207. The way of ye Church by ffr: White
1208.
£0 03 0
Francis WHITE, Bishop of Carlisle, Norwich and Ely,
The Orthodox Faith and Way to the Church explained and
justified : in answer to a Popish treatise entituled,
White died Blacke, London, 1617 40
(SIC: 25380)
Downehams defence £0 0 10
George DOWNANE, Bishop of Derry, A Defence of the
Sermon preached at the consecration of the L. Bishop of
Bath and Welles against a Confutation thereof by a
namelesse Author. Divided into 4 bookes, London,
1611 4
(STC : 7115)
1209. A Retractive from ye Romish Religion by Tho: Beard
£0 04 0
Thomas BEARD, A Retractive from the Romish Religion :
Contayning Thirteene forcible motives disswading
from comunion with the Church of Rome, London, 1616 40
(STC : 1658)
1210. Jo: Randall upon ye Lord supper £0 04 0
John RANDALL, Three and twentie Sermons, or, catechisticall
lectures upon the Sacrament of the Lords Supper, London,
1630 40
(STC : 20682-20682a)
1211. Incouragemts agst afflictions by Tho: Peirson £0 03 0
Thomas PIERSON, Excellent Encouragements against
Afflictions : or Expositions of four select Psalmes,
the 17, 84, 85 and 87 (ed. C. Harvey), London, 1647 40
(STC : P2216)
1212. Bishop Babingtons workes £0 05 0
The Works of Gervase BABINGTON, Bishop of Llandaff,
Exeter and Worcester. Presumably 4 volumes published
by Thomas Charde at London, 1596 (40) and bound in 1 vol.:
(a) A brief conference betwixt mans Frailtie and Faith
(b) Certaine Plaine, briefe and comfortable notes
upon every chapter of Genesis
(c) A profitable Exposition of the Lords Prayer
(d) A very fruitfull Exposition of the Co aundements
Another copy of Item no. 159, above, in 40.
(STC : (a) 1084 ; (b) 1087 ; (c) 1091 ; (d) 1098
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1213. Smithes Sermons £0 03 6
Henry SMITH, Minister of St. Clement Danes, The Sermons
of Maister Henrie Smith, gathered into one volume,
London, 1594 ... London, 1675 40
First edition : London, 1592 (8°).
(STC : 22720-22734 ; S4044-S4046)
1214. Mr: Wm: Bartons workes £0 05 0
I have been unable to trace any edition of the Works of
William BARTON in 40. This may well be a composite
edition of Barton's two main works:
(a) The Book of Psalms in metre, London, 1644
1646 ; 1651 ; 1654 120
(b) A Century of Select Hymns, London, 1659 ;
enlarged, London, 1668 ; 1670 ; 1672 120
(See under Wing, STC : Barton, William)
1215. of Divorce by Edm: Bunny £0 00 8
Edmund BUNNY, Of Divorce for Adulterie, and Marrying
againe : that there is no sufficient warrant so to do.
With a note ... that R(obert) P(arsons) many yeeres
since was answered, Oxford, 1610 ; 1613 40
(STC : 4091-4092)
1216. The 2 wittnesses £0 00 6
Francis WOODCOCK, The two witnesses discovered in
severall sermons upon the eleventh Chapter of the
Revelation, London, 1643 40
(Nb. Also the title of a work published by Thomas
Tillam, but in octavo).
(STC : W3343)
1217. The way to true peace & rest by Rob: Bruce £0 02 0
Robert BRUCE, The Way to True Peace and Rest.
Delivered at Edinborough in XVI. Sermons : on the
Lords Supper : Hezechiahs Sicknesse : and other
select Scriptures, London, 1617 40
(STC : 3925)
1218. Meditacons on ye Lords Supper by Edw: Reynolds £0 01 6
Edward REYNOLDS, Bishop of Norwich, Meditations on the
Holy Sacrament of the Lords Last Supper, London, 1638
2nd ed., London, 1639 ; 3rd ed., London, 1647 40
(STC : 20929-20930a ; R1267)
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1219. Lectures upon ye prophet Hosea by Jo: Downhame
£0 03 6
John DOWNAME, Lectures upon the foure first chapters of
the prophecie of Hosea, London, 1608 40
(STC : 7145)
1220. The peace of Roome(sic) by Jos: Hall £0 01 6
1221.
Joseph HALL, Bishop of Exeter & Norwich, The Peace of
Rome, proclaimed to all the world by her famous Cardinall
Bellarmine, and the Casuist Navarre (i.e. M. de
Azpilcueta), London, 1609 40
(STC : 12696-12697a)
Essex dove by Mr: Jo: Smith £0 00 6
John SMITH, Minister of Clavering, Essex Dove, presenting
the world with a few of her olive branches : or, a taste
of the works of ... Mr. John Smith, London, 1629 ;
1633 ; 1637 40
(STC : 22798-22800.5)
1222. A defence of ye Liturgy of ye Church of England £0 02 0
Ambrose FISHER, A defence of the Liturgie of the
Church of England, or booke of Coi_on Prayer, in a
dialogue betweene Novatus and Irseneus, London, 1630 40
(STC : 10885)
1223. Antea Arminianisme £0 0 10
William PRYNNE, Anti-Arminianisme, or the Church of
Englands old antithesis to new Arminianisme,
London, 1630 40
First published under a different title (The Church of
Englands old Antithesis to new Arminianisme), London,
1629 (40).
(STC : 20458)
1224. A Justification of separation by Jo: Robinson £0 02 6
John ROBINSON, Pastor of the English Congregational
Church at Leyden, A justification of separation from
the Church of Eland: against Mr. R. Bernard his
invective intituled The Separatists schisme,
Amsterdam, 1610 ; 1639 40
(STC : 21109-21110)
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1225. The Diocesans triall £0 00 8
Paul BAYNES, The Diocesans Tryall : Wherein all the
sinnews of D. Downs Defence are brought unto three
heads, and orderly dissolved, London, 1621 ; 1641;
1644 40
(STC : 1640 ; B1547-B1548)
1226. Jo: Drusij praeteritorum lib £0 03 6
Joannes DRUSIUS the Elder, Annotationum in totum Jesu
Christi Testamentum, sive praeteritorum libri decem,
Franeker, 1612 ; 1616 40
(DS, p.40)
1227. Altare Christianum £0 01 4
John POCKLINGTON, Altare Christianum : or, the dead
Vicars Plea Wherein the Vicar of Gr(antham) being dead,
yet speaketh, and pleadeth out of Antiquity against
his that hath broken doune his Altar, London, 1637 ;
2nd ed., London, 1637 40
A reply to J. Cotton's A Coale from the Altar.
(STC : 20075-20076)
1228. Lectures on ye 15 psalme by Geo: Downhame £0 02 0
George DOWNAME, Bishop of Derry, Lectures on the XV.
psalme : read in the Cathedrall Church of S. Paule,
in London, London, 1604 40
(STC : 7118)
1229. A Comentary upon ye Revelacon £0 01 8
William COWPER, Pathmos : or, a Co entary on the
Revelation of Saint Iohn, divided into three severall
prophecies, London, 1619 40
(STC : 5931)
Didaci a Stunica Coment: in Job £0 06 6
Jacobus LOPIS STUNICA, Didaci a Stunica ... In Job
co entaria, quibus triplex eius editio vulgata Latina,
Hebraea, & Graeca septuaginta interpretum, necnon &
Chaldaea explicantur, Toledo, 1584 ; Rome, 1591 40
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1231. Rich: ffeild of ye Church £0 02 0
Richard FIELD, Dean of Gloucester, Of the Church.
Five bookes, London, 1606, 1610 40
(STC : 10856-10857)
1232. of ye Covenants in Scotland £0 03 0
Probably an edition of the following:
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, The Profession of the true
Protestant Religion : or the Protestation of the Kirk
of Scotland, with a Confession of the Faith, and
Solemne Covenant, or Oath of that kingdome, Edinburgh,
1641 ; London, 1642 40
(STC : P3645)
1233. The holy table name and thinge £0 01 6
(John WILLIAMS, Bishop of Lincoln and Archbishop of
York), The Holy Table, Name and Thing, more anciently,
properly and literally used under the New Testament,
then that of an :ltar : written long ago by a minister
in Lincolnshire in answer to D. Coal, London, 1637 40
(STC : 25724-25726)
1234. Brotherly reconceilmt: by Egeon Ashero(sic) £0 01 8
Egeon ASKEW, Brotherly Reconcilement : preached in
Oxford for the union of some, and now published with
1235.
larger meditations ... With an apologie of the use of
Fathers, and secular learning in sermons, London,
1605 40
(STC : 855)
Reasons for reformacon £0 00 8
Possibly the following small work in 40:
Henry JACOB, Independent Minister, Reasons taken out
of Gods Word and the best humane testimonies proving a
necessitie of reforming our Churches in England,
Middelburg?, 1604 40
(STC : 14338)
1236. The pastor & ye prelate £0 00 8
David CALDERWOOD, The Pastor and the Prelate, Holland?,
1628 40
(STC : 4359)
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1237. A reexaminacon of ye Articles of Perth £0 01 4
David CALDERWOOD, A Re-examination of the five Articles
enacted at Perth anno 1618, ?, 1636 40
(STC : 4363)
fl8v
1238. The Passions of ye mind by Tho: Wright £0 02 0
Thomas WRIGHT, The Passions of the minde in generall.
Corrected, enlarged, and with sundry new discourses
augpented. ... With a treatise ... of the Clymatericall
yeare, occasioned by the death of Queene Elizabeth,
London, 1604 ; 1620 ; 1621 ; 1630 40
First edition London, 1601 (80).
(STC : 26040-26043)
1239. Christ ye great wondr by Mat: Barker £0 01 6
Matthew BARKER, Jesus Christ The Great Wonder.
Discovered for the Amazement of Saints, London,
1651 40
(STC : B776)
1240. Articuli religionis £0 00 8
CHURCH OF ENGLAND, Articles of Religion of the Church
of England (Thirty-Nine Articles), London, 1553 40
Dozens of subsequent editions, many revised, in 40
(STC : 10034-10061)
1241. A replie to Dr: Mortons defence £0 01 0
(William AMES), A Reply to Dr. Nortons Generall defence
of three nocent Ceremonies. Viz. the Surplice, Crosse
in Baptisme, and Kneeling at the receiving of the




1242. A vindication of ye Presbiteriall governmt £0 01 6
Anon., A Vindication of the presbyteriall-governuent,
and ministry : together with an exhortation, to all the
ministers, elders, and people within the bounds of the
province of London, whether joyning with us, or separating
from us, London, 1650 40
(STC : V523)
1243. A relacon of ye State of ye Kirk of Scotland £0 01 8
Anon., A Short Relation of the state of the Kirk of
Scotland since the reformation of religion to the
present time, for information and advertisement to
our brethren in the Kirk of England. By an hearty
well-wisher to both kingdomes, Edinburgh?, 1638 40
(STC : 22039)
1244. Sti: Bernardi Sermones £0 01 6
A collection of sermons in 40 by Saint BERNARD, Abbot
of Clairvaux, possibly taken from an edition of his
Opera.
1245. The Sermons of Bishop Edwin £0 01 8
Edwin SANDYS, Bishop of Worcester and London, and
Archbishop of York, Sermons made by the most reverende
Father in God, Edwin, Archbishop of Yorke, London,
1585 ; 1616 40
(STC 21713-21714)
1246. Cartwright agst: Whitgift £0 03 0
Thomas CARTWRIGHT was the author of three works
directed against Archbishop Whitgift:
(a) A Replye to an anawere made of M. Doctor
Whitgifte, ?, 1573; ?, 1574 40
(b) The Second Replie of Thomas Cartwright: against
Maister Doctor Whitgiftes second answer, touching the
churche discipline, Zurich, 1575 40
(c) The Rest of the Second Replie ... against
M.D.W., ?, 1577 40
These three works may have been bound together in one
volume, or Webster may simply have owned any one of
them.
(STC : (a) 4711-4712 ; (b) 4714 ; (c) 4715)
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1247. A bride bush by Wm: Wheatley £0 01 6
William WHATELY, Vicar of Banbury, A Bride-Bush or a
wedding serun for married persons, plainly describing
the duties comon to both, and peculiar to each of them,
London, 1617 ; 1619 ; 1623 40
(STC : 25296-25298)
1248. A key for ye Revelation £0 02 6
Richard BERNARD, A Key of Knowledge for the Opening of
the Secret Mysteries of St. Iohns Kysticall Revelation,
London, 1617 40
(STC : 1955)
1249. The Anatomy of a Christian by Mr: Cowper £0 01 4
William COWPER, The anatouie of a Christian man.
Wherin is plainelie shewed out of the Word of God,
what manner of man a true Christian is in all his
conversation, both inward and outward, London, 1611
2nd ed., London, 1613 40
(STC : 5912-5913)
1250. A disproofe agst Dr: Abott £0 01 2
William BISHOP, Bishop of Chalcedon, A Disproofe of
D. Abbots Counterproofe against D. Bishops Reproofe
of the defence of M. Perkins reformed Catholicke.
The first part, Paris, 1614 40*
( * Also published in 80 : Paris, 1614)
(STC : 3094)
1251. The Confession of ye Church of Scotland £0 02 0
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, The Confession of Faith of the
Church of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1561 ... London,
1641 and ?, 1647 40
(STC : 22016 ; 22023 ; 22024.5 ; 22026-22026.2
22026.4 ; 22026.6-22026.8 ; 22027 ; C4202B-C4202CA)
1252. Balme for England by Mr: Lockier £0 01 8
Nicholas LOCKYER, Baulme for bleeding England and
Ireland ; or, seasonable instructions for persecuted
Christians : delivered in severall sermons, London,
1646 ; 1649 40
First edition : London, 1643 (80).
(STC L2785-L2786)
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1253. Calvin upon ye Psalmes £0 03 6
Jean CALVIN, The Psalmes of David and others. With
N. John Calvins Co entaries (trans. from latin by
Arthur Golding), London, 1571 40
(STC : 4395)
1254. An Answer to Campians Epistle £0 01 8
William WHITAKER, An Answere to the Ten Reasons of
Edaund Campian (Running title, pp. 5-16 : "An Answere
to Campians Epistle"), London, 1606 40
(STC : 25360)
1255. Englands second Summons £0 00 4
Thomas SUTTON, Englands second su ons. A sermon,
London, 1615 80*
(*Nb. No edition in 40).
(STC : 23501)
1256. The Serpent Anatomized by Ed: Sutton £0 00 4
Edward SUTTON, The serpent anatomized. A morall discourse
wherein that foule serpentine vice of base creeping
flattery is sanifestly discovered, and justly reproved,
London, 1626 40
(STC : 23497)
1257. A Discovery of Romish Doctrine £0 00 4
T(homas) M(ORTON), An Exact Discoverie of Romish
Doctrine in the case of Conspiracie and Rebellion,
London, 1605 40
(STC : 18184-18184.5)
1258. The downefall of popery £0 00 6
Thomas BELL, The Downefall of poperie : proposed by
way of a new challenge to all English Iesuits and
Iesuited or Italianized Papists : daring them ... to
make anawere thereunto if they can, London, 1604 ;
1605 40
(STC : 1825-1826)
1259. 4 Treatasies by Jo: Downeham £0 01 6
John DOWNANE, Foure treatises tending to disswade all
Christians from ... the abuses of Swearing, Drunkennesse,
Whoredone, and Bribery ... Whereunto is annexed a
treatise of Anger, London, 1609 ; 1613 40
(STC : 7141-7142)
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1260. Cure for ye Comfortless £0 00 8
Thomas BARNES, Minister of St. Margarets, New Fish
Street, London, Needfull helps : against Desperate
Perplexitie ; and Deepe Securitie. As they have been
delivered in sundry Sermons (Cure for the Comfortles,
etc - The Wise-Mans Forecast against the Evill time -
Sions Sweets : or the Spouses spikenard ; and pysticall
myrrhe), London, 1624 40
"Cure for the Comfortless" forms Part 1 of this work,
with separate pagination.
(STC : 1477)
The Popes funerall £0 00 8
Thomas BELL, The Popes Funerall. Containing a plaine,
succinct, and pithy reply, to a pretensed anawere of a
shamelesse and foolish Libell, intituled, the forerunner
of Bela downfall (by Philip Woodward), London, 1605
another ed., enlarged, London, 1606 40
(STC : 1825-1826)
A forme of Prayer (40) £0 00 6
Sacriledge sacredly handled £0 0 10
Sir James SEMPILL, Sacrilege Sacredly Handled. That is
according to Scripture onely ... An Appendix also added,
answering some Objections mooved, namely, against this
Treatise, and some others, I finde in Jos. Scaligers
Diatribe and Joh. Seldens Historie of Tithes, London,
1619 40
(STC : 22186)
The baiteinge of ye Popes Bull £0 0 10
Henry BURTON, Rector of St. Matthew's, Friday Street,
The Baiting of the Popes Bull. Or an unmasking of the
mystery of iniquity folded up in a ... Breeve or Bull,
sent from the Pope lately into England (with the text
of the brief dated 30th May 1626, in latin and English),
London, 1627 40
(STC : 4137)
Matth: Sladi exagesis £0 01 0
Matthaeus SLADUS, M. Sladi ... cum C. Vorstio ... de
blasphe iis, haeresibus & atheissis, a ... rege Iacobo,
hujus nominis Primo, ... in ejusdem Vorstii de Deo
tractatu, & Exagesi apologetica nigro Theta notatis,
scholasticae disceptationis pars prima, Amsterdam,








1266. Vocabularius (40) £0 02 0
1267. Dominicalia Leonard Culman £0 06 0
Leonhard CULNAN, Contiones sacrae ac variae
predicandorum Ivangeliorum, quae Dominicis Diebus et
in festis legi solent, fromula, Nuremburg, 1551 folio*
(* Nb. No edition in 40).
1268. Introductio in Ethicen Aristot p(er) Jac: Stapulens
£0 04 0
Jacques LE Fk d'taples, Ars moralis philosophie.
In hoc opusculo continentur epito me oralis philosophie
in ethicem Aristotelis introductoria (ex morali
introductione Iacobi fabri Stapulensis ... deprompta
adjectis ... co entariis, Deventer, 1500 ; Vienna,
1501 ; Paris, 1560 40
1269. Jo: Calvini in Isai Coment £0 06 0
Jean CALVIN, Ioannis Calvini Commentarii in Isaims
Propheta-, Geneva, 1551 ; 1559 ; 1563 ; 1570 ; 1583
folio*
(* Nb. No edition in 40).
(DS, pp.75,130-131,225)
1270. Jo: Piscatoris in Job lib: Coment £0 04 6
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, In Librum Jobi comentarius.
In quo, praeter novam versione., versioni Temellio-
Junianae e regione adjectam, ordine & distincte
proponuntur. I. Analysis logica singulorum capitum.
II. Scholia in singula capita. III. Observationes locorum
doctrinae e singulis capitibus depro.tae, Herborn,
1612 80*
(* Nb. No edition in any other size).
(M, p.148)
1271. Matth: Sutlivij de purgatorio lib £0 00 6
Matthew SUTCLIFFE, M. Sutlivii Adversus R. Bellarmini
de Purgatorio Disputationem Liber, London, 1599 40
(STC : 23449)
1272. Jo: Tarnovij in 10 Psalmos Comm: £0 01 0
Joannes TARNOVIUS, Comentarius in decem primos
Psalmes Davidis, Rostock, 1621 ; 1633 40
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1273. Ro: Rolloci in Daniel lib: Coment £0 02 0
Robert ROLLOCK, In librum Danielis Prophetae Roberti
Rolloci ... co entarius, Edinburgh, 1591
Heidelberg, 1594 40
(DS, p.95 ; STC : 21280)
fl9r
1274. Jo: Melfickreri in Epist: ad Phillipenses Comm
£0 02 0
Joannes NEELFUHRERUS, Monk of the Abbey of Heilbronn,
S. Pauli epistola ad Philippenses comentationibus
perspicuis enarrata, Nuremburg, 1628 40
1275. ffr: Junij Animadversiones £0 01 6
One of a series of works, all entitled Animadversiones,
and written by Francois DU JON the Elder as part of an
on-going controversy with Bellarmine, Heidelberg,
1600-1608 (80).
1276. De la Gloria de los Cantos(sic) £0 01 6
Diego de la VEGA, Parayso de la Gloria de lo0 Santos,
donde se trata de sus prerogativas y eccellencias, 2 vols. in 1,
Toledo, 1602 ; Medina, 1604 ; Barcelona, 1604 ; Valladolid,
1607 ; Barcelona, 1611 40
1277. Ro: Rolloci in Epist ad Ephesios Comm £0 02 0
Robert ROLLOCK, In Epistola. Pauli Apostoli ad Ephesios,
Roberti Rolloci ... co entarius, Edinburgh, 1590 40
Numerous later editions published at Geneva in octavo.
(STC : 21278)
1278. A: N: Catachismus £0 0 10
A(lexander) N(OWELL), Catechismus, sive prima Institutio,
Disciplinaqye pietatis Christianae, Latine explicata,
London, 1570 ; 1571 ; 1572 ; 1574 ; 1576 ; 1580 40
(STC : 18701-18706)
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1279. Guel: Sclateri in Epist ad Corinthos Com £0 02 0
William SCLATER, Vicar of Pitminster, Utriusque
Kpistolae ad Corinthios explicatio analytica, una cum
1280.
scholiis ; authore G. Sclatero ... Ntmc tandem a filio
suo (William Sclater the Younger) ... in lucea edita,
Oxford, 1633 40
(STC : 21848)
Lectiones decem Jo: Prideaux £0 02 6
John PRIDEAUX, Bishop of Worcester, Lectiones decem.
De totidem Religionis capitibus praecipue hoc teupore
controversis prout publice habebantur Oxoniae in
Vesperijs, Oxford, 1626 40
(STC : 20357)
1281. Guli: Perkinsi problema £0 01 8
William PERKINS, Problema de Ronanae Fidei ementito
Catholicismo. Estque antidotou contra Thesaurum
Catholicum J. Coccii ... Editum ... opera ... S. Wardi,
Cambridge, 1604 40
(STC : 19734)
1282. Andr: Riveti disputationes 13 £0 01 6
Andr6 RIVET, Disputationes tredecim de justa et gratiosa
Dei dissatione circa salutes 8eneris hmani,
Leyden, 1631 80*
(* Nb. No edition in 40).
(DS, pp.192-193)
1283. Dunel: ffenneri Theol: Sacra £0 01 6
Dudley FENNER, Sacra Theologia ... ad unicae & verae
methodi leges descripta, London?, 1585 ; Geneva,
1586 ; 1589 ; Amsterdam, 1632 80*
(* Nb. No edition in 40. Also published in 120
Geneva, 1604)
1284. De Sacramentis lib (40 or 8°) £0 00 6
1285. Manipulus florum ex criptis(sic) patrum £0 03 6
THOMAS Hibernicus, Jlanipulus florum, seu sententiae
Patrum, Venice, 1495? 40
First edition : Piacenza, 1483, in folio.
An earlier edition of Item no.1056, above.
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1286. Ad Policarpi Lyseri in Genes: lib Expositio £0 04 0
Polycarp LEYSER, Adamus ... hoc est, theologica
expositio primae partis Geneseos quae continet
historian Adami, Leipzig, 1604 40
1287. Collectio habitae Hagae de praedestinatione £0 04 0
Henricus BRANDIUS, Collatio scripto habita HIagae
comitis anno ... 1611, inter quosdau Ecclesiastas de
divina Praedestinatione ... Latina facta interprete
Henrico Brandio ... Huic est etiao subiecta Collatio
inter sex ecclesiastas Delphis habita anno 1613,
Middelburg, 1615 40
Apologia remonstrantium £0 05 6
Anon., Apologia pro confessione sive declaratione
sententiae eorus qui in foederato Belgio vocantur
remonstrantes, super praecipuis articulis religionis
Christianae contra censuram quatuor professoro,
Leidensium, Leyden?, 1629 40
1289. Barthol: Camerarij de gratia et libero arbitrio
£0 02 0
Bartholomaeus CANERARIUS Beneventanus, De gratia et
libero arbitrio cum Joanne Calvino disputatio,
Paris, 1556 40
1290. Jo: Piscatoris in Ezekiell: Com: £0 01 8
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, In Prophetam Ezechielem
co_entarius. In quo praeter novam versiones, ordine
et distincti proponuntur. I. Analysis logica
singulorum capitum. II. Scholia in singula capita.
III. Observationes locorum doctrinae e singulis capitibus
depromtae, Herborn, 1614 small 40
1291. Abr: Sculteti Idea Consionum £0 06 0
Abraham SCULTlTUS, Idea concionum dominicalium ad
populu Haidelbergensem habitarum, confecta opera et
studio Balthasaris Tilesii, Hanover, 1607 ; 1608 ;
Geneva, 1610 ; 1616 ; Hanover, 1651 80*
(* Nb. No edition in 40).
1292. Dionysij Juberi dominica £0 03 0
Dionisio JUBERO, Seruones de todas las Dominicas,
Barcelona, 1610 ; Salamanca, 1612





1293. Tho: Brightmanni Apocalyp: Apocalipseos £0 05 6
Thomas BRIGHTNAN, Apocalypsis Apocalypseos. Id est,
Apocalypsis D. Ioannis analysi et scholiis illustrata
ubi ex scriptura sensus, reque predictaru ex
historija eventus discutiuntur. Huic synopsis
Praefiaitur universalis : & refutatio Rob. Bellaruini
1294.
1--- -1- --- ------ ---- - -M
de Antichristo, Frankfurt, 1609 40
Another edition in 80 : Heidelberg, 1612.
Tho: Cartwriti historia Evangelica £0 02 6
Thomas CARTMRIGHT, Haronia Evangelica per analysin
logican, et metaphrasin historicm quatuor Evangelistas
explicans & concinnans, Amsterdam, 1627 ; London?,
1630 ; Amsterdam, 1644 ; Leyden, 1647 40
1295. Theod: Bezae theses Theolog: £0 01 8
Theodore de BlkZE, Theses theologicae in Schola Genevensi
ab aliquot sacrarua literarum studiosis ... sub D.D.
Theodoro Beza, & Antonio Fayo ... propositae &
disputatae, Geneva, 1586 ; 1591 40
1296. Leon: Lessij quae fides etc sit capesenda £0 03 6
Leonardus LESSIUS, Quae fides et religio sit capessenda,
consultatio, auctore Leonardo Lessio, Antwerp, 1609
1610 80
1297. AEgidij Topiarij in Evangel: et Epist. Conciones 2 vol
£0 05 0
Laurentius a VILLAVICENTIO, Conciones in Evangelia et
Epistolas, quae festis totius anni diebus populo in
Ecclesia proponi solent ... e tabulis D. Laurentii a
Villavicentio Xeresano elaboratae, nunc vero plurimis
in locis ... auctae et locupletatae per D. Aegidium
Topiarium, 2 Parts in 1 volume, split and rebound in
2 vols., Antwerp, 1566 ; Paris, 1571 ; 1577 80
1298. Jo: Rainoldi de Rom: Eccles Idololatria £0 02 6
John RAINOLDS, De Rooanae Ecclesiae Idololatria in
cultu sanctorum, reliquiarus, iin , aquae, salis
... aiarque rerun consecratorum & sacraaenti
Eucharistiae, operis inchoati libri duo, in quibus
cum alia mlta variorum papimi patronorum errata
patefiunt, Amsterdam?, 1598 80
First edition : Oxford, 1596 (40).
(STC : 1596 ed., 20606)
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1299. Isagoges Christianae Lamberti Danaei £0 03 6
Lambert DANKAU, Christianae isagoges ad Christianorum
theologorum locos comnes, libri II. C praefatione
Theodori Besae, Geneva, 1583 ; 1584 ; 1586 ; 1588 ;
1591 80
(DS, pp.193,227)
1300. Lambert Danaei de duobq in Christ: naturis lib
£0 04 0
Lambert DANEAU, Examen libri De duabus in Christo
naturis, de earum hypostatica unione, & varia, quae
ex illa unione sequitur, comunicatione, a Diartino
Kemnitio conscripti, Geneva, 1581 80
1301. Jo: Calvini Institutiones £0 04 0
Possibly an abridged version of:
Jean CALVIN, Christianae Religionis Institutio, 1st ed.,
Basle, 1536 (80), with numerous subsequent editions in
80.
The first abridged edition, entitled Epitone Institutionis
christianae religionis, appeared at London, 1579 (80),
with numerous subsequent editions in 80.
(STC : 4427-4428)
1302. Postilla Melantholiana £0 02 0
Philipp NELANCHTHON, Postilla lelanthoniana ; hoc est,
Lectionum Evangelicartu, quae more recepto & usitato,
in plaerisque ecclesiis christianis, diebus Dminicis
& festis proponuntur explicationes ... collectae a
Christophoro Pezelio, 4 vols*., Heidelberg, 1594-95 80
* Webster presumably owned only 1 volume of this very
large work.
1303. Theod Bezae homiliae £0 03 0
Theodore de B'EZE, Homiliae in historiam Domini
resurrectionis ... Latinae factae, Geneva, 1586 ; 1593
Berne, 1601 80
1304. Car: Scribani amor divinus £0 02 0
Carolus SCRIBANIUS, Amor divinus, Antwerp, 1615 80
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1305. Sam: Rhaetorfortis Exercitat pro divina gratia
£0 02 0
Samuel RUTHERFORD, Exercitationes apologeticae pro
divina gratia, in quibus vindicatur doctrina orthodoxa
de divinis decretis, & Dei tun aeterni decreti, tu
gratiae efficacis operationis, cum hosinis libertate
consociatione & subordinatione arica. Adversus
I. Arzinius ejusque asseclas, & Iesuitas, imprimis
vero F. Suarezitu, G. Vasquezium, L. Nolin,
L. Lesiuo, P. Fonseca. & R. Bellarrninum (with a
preface by C. Schotanus), Amsterdam, 1636
Franeker, 1651 80
1306. Amandi Polani in Daniel Com £0 03 0
Arandus POLANUS, In Danielas prophetas co_entarius,
2nd ed., Basle, 1606 80
First edition : Basle, 1600 (40).
(DS, pp.93,95,136 ; M, p.148)
1307. Dan: Tileni Syntagma disput: Theol: £0 04 0
Daniel TILENUS, Syntalpatis disputationum theologicarum
in Academia Sedanensi, Heidelberg, 1606? ; Herborn,
1607 ; Sedan, 1611 ; 1613 ; Geneva, 1618 ; 1622 ;
Harderwijk, 1656 80
1308. Theod: Bezae annotationes majores in N: T: £0 05 0
Th&edore de B2ZE, Theodori Bezae annotationes maiores
in novur dn. nostri Jesu Christi testasrentuo. In duas
distinctae partes, quarum prior explicationeo in
quatuor Evangelistas & Acta Apotolorum : posterior
vero in Epistolas & Apocalypsin continet, Geneva,
1594 80
(DS, pp. 126,141-142,178,179,223,235,316,335)
1309. Sti: Hieronomi biblia sacra lat £0 03 6
An edition of the Vulgate Bible, first published in
80 at Basle, 1491, with numerous subsequent editions.
1310. Hierem: Bastingij in Cataches Exegemata £0 02 6
Hieresias. BASTINGIUS, In Catechesin religionis
christianae, quae in ecclesiis et scholiis tur Belgij
tum Palatinatus traditur, exegenata sive co_entarii,
auctore Hierenia Bastingio, Heidelberg, 1590 80
First edition : Dordrecht, 1588 (40).
An edition of the Heidelberg Catechism.
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1311. Jo: Winckelmanni in Epist: ad Rom: notationes £0 02 0
Joannes WINCKELMANNUS, Notationes in Epistolm B.
Pauli Apostoli ad Roqanos, guibus loci praecipui a
Tho. Stapletoni, et aliorum corrutelis vindicantur,
Frankfurt, 1614 80
1312. Tho: Cartwright in Ecclesiast: homiliae £0 02 0
Thomas CARTWRIGHT, Metaphrasis et homiliae in librum
Salomonis qui inscribitur Ecclesiastes, autore Thoma
Cartwright, Marburg, 1604 80
Later editions in 40 : London, 1604 ; Amsterdam,
1647; 1663.
(STC : London, 1604 ed., 4710)
1313. Amandi Polani de ratione legendi cum fructu £0 02 0
Amandus POLANUS, De Ratione legendi cum fructu autores,
in primis sacros et dignoscendi in illis proposita,
themata et argumenta tractatus cui adjuncta est
Analysis logica et Exegesis theologica psalmorum
tredecim, Basle, 1603 ; 1611 80
1314. Theod: Bezae Epist £0 01 8
Theodore de BkZE, Epistolarum Theologicarum ... liber
unus, Geneva, 1573 ; 2nd ed., Geneva, 1575 80
1315. Apologia Belarmini pro Jure principum £0 02 0
Roger WIDDRINGTON (i.e. Thomas Preston, Benedictine
Monk), Apologia Cardinalis Bellarmini pro Jure
Principum. Adveraus suas ipsius rationes pro
auctoritate papali Principes saeculares in ordine ad
bonum spirituale deponendi, London, 1611 ; Paris, 1611 80
(STC : 25596-25596.5)
1316. Jo: Mestrezat opera gallice 3 vol £0 06 0
3 volumes of works in French by Jean MESTREZAT. This
may in fact be a set of three works by Mestrezat
published at Sedan in 1625 by the printer J. Janon:
(a) De la comunion a Jesus Christ, 2nd ed. 80
(b) De fruict qui nous revient de la comnion a
Jesus-Christ 80
(c) Meditation sur l'incarnation de J. Christ, et
sur 1. legitime honneur de la bienheureuse Vierge 80
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1317. Examen le Sacrifice de la misse £0 02 0
Josue de LA PLACE, Examen des raisons pour et contre
le sacrifice de la messe, pour servir d'eschantillon
du vray noyen de nous rtunir en .esse religion, par
J. de la Place, Saumur, 1639 80
1318. Historia Waldensium £0 03 6
Another copy of one of those works listed under
Item no. 1200 (a-b).
1319. Rod: Gualtheri in Epist: ad Rom: Comm: £0 01 6
1320.
Rudolph WALTHER, Archetypi homiliarus in Epistola.
S. Pauli ad Romanos Rodolphi Gualtheri, ... ex ejus
autographo primun opera et studio Heinrichi Woiphil,
... collecti, nunc vero ex eode. correcti, notis et
indice aucti, Zurich, 1608 80
First edition : Zurich, 1566, in folio.
Jo: Piscatoris in Genes: com £0 02 0
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, Comentarius in Genesin,
id est librui priJu Nosis, in quo distincte et ordine
proponuntur : I. Analysis logica singulorum capitum.
II. Scholia. III. Observationes locorum com_ium,
Herborn, 1601 ; 1611 80
(DS, p.149 ; M,pp. 2,146)
1321. Episcop: Cicestriensis tortura torti £0 02 6
Lancelot ANDREVES, Bishop of Chichester, Ely and
Winchester, Tortura Torti : sive ad Matthaei Torti
(i.e. Robert Bellarmine) librum responsio, qui nuper
editus contra Apologia ... Iacobi ... Regis, pro
iuraiento fidelitatis, London, 1609 40*
(* Nb. No edition in 80)
(STC : 626)
1322. Jo: Piscatoris Exegesis £0 03 6
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, Exegesis, sive Explicatio
aphorisiortm doctrinae christianae, Herborn?, 1622 ;
1650 80
(DS, pp.193,228)
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1323. Les Six livres du Sacrament £0 01 4
Jean d'ALBIN DE VALSERGUES (called de SERES),
Les Six Livrea du sacrement de 1'autel, pour la
confirmation du peuple fransoya ... comosez par
Jean d'Albin de Valserge, dit de Seres, Paris, 1566
... 5th ed., Paris, 1576 80
1324. Jo Geo: Grossij de Christiana Rebublica £0 01 0
Johann Georg GROSS, De Christiana republica, seu de
Felici gubernatione populi Dei, libri tres ...
Adjuncta est Expoaitio ... praecepti ... christiani
Reddite quae sunt Caeaaris, Caeaari, et quae sunt
Dei, Deo, Basle, 1612 80
1325. Theod: Beze de veris Eccles: notis £0 00 8
Theodore de BkZE, De veris et visibilibus Ecclesiae
Catholicae notia tractatio, Geneva, 1579 80
1326. Phill mornaei de Eccles: et de veritate religionis Chr:
£0 05 0
Two separate works by Philippe de MORNAY, bound
together in 1 volume:
(a) Tractatus de Ecclesia ... quo praecipuae quae
hoc nostro tempore de hoc capite agitatae fuerunt
quaestiones excutiuntur, ?, 1579 ; ?, 1581 ; Geneva,
1585 ; Heidelberg, 1594 ; Geneva?, 1599 80
(b) De Veritate Religionis Christianae liber ...
A. P. Norneo ... Gallice primu conscriptus, nunc
aute. ab eoden Latine versus, Antwerp, 1583 ...
Frankfurt, 1632 80
1327. Ro: Rolloci in Evangelium Jo: Com £0 04 6
Robert ROLLOCK, In Evangelium Domini Nostri Jesu-Christi
secundum aanctum Johanne comentarius Roberti Rolloci
... Accessit Harsonia ex quatuor evangelistia, in
historim mortis, resurrectionis et Ascensionis Dosini,
ab eoden Rolloco concinnata et luculenter expoaita,
Geneva, 1599 ; 1608 80
(DS, pp.98,103,220,222)
1328. Conciliorum liber £0 03 4
Franvois HOTNAN, Consiliorum liber. Cu. indice
locupletissimo, Geneva, 1578 80
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1329. Cathechesis Heidelbergensis £0 01 6
Catechesis Heidelber ensis Orthodoxa contra censuran,
& ut ipse vocat Excalvinizatione. Ioannis Andreae
Coppensteinij ... opera & studio lacobi Laurentii,
Amsterdam, 1625 ; Leyden, 1626 ; Hanover, 1656 80
First published under a different title, Heidelberg,
1563 in octavo.
1330. Jo: Piscatoris Analisis in Evang: sec: Lucam £0 02 0
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, Analysis logica Eyangelii
secundum Lucam. Una co scholiis et observationibus
locorus doctrinae, London & Siegen in Nassau, 1596 ;
Siegen, 1597 ; Herborn, 1603 ; 1608 80
(STC : 19952)
1331. Gabr: Povelli de Antichristo lib £0 01 8
Gabriel POWEL, G. Poveli ... Disputationum theologicaru
et scholasticarum de Antichristo et ejus Ecclesia,
libri II, London, 1605 80
(STC : 20147)
1332. Rod: Gualtheri in Ep: ad Galathas £0 01 6
Rudolph WALTHER, In D. Pauli Apostoli epistola. ad
Galatas ho.iliae LXI, Zurich, 1590 80
First edition : Zurich, 1576, in folio.
1333. ffr: Junij de peccato primo Adami lib £0 02 0
Franjois DU JON the Elder, F. Junii De Peccato priso
Adami, et genere causae qua ad peccandum adductus est,
Liber in Quaestiones quatuor distributus, Leyden,
1595 80
(DS, p.190)
1334. Petr: Rami de Religione Christiana Comm £0 01 8
Pierre de LA RANE, Comentariorm de religione
Christiana libri quatuor. Kjusdem vita a T. Banosio
descripta, Frankfurt, 1576 ; 1577 ; 1583 ; 1594 80
1335. Jo: Scharpij tractatus de peccato £0 0 10
Joannes SCHARPIUS, Tractatus de aisero hoinis statu sub
peccato, in duos libro distinctus, quorua priori de
peccato ejusque poena: posteriori vero de viribus in
hoaine per peccatu reliquis, seu de libero arbitrio
agitur, Geneva, 1610 80
(DS, p.185)
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1336. Ro: Rolloci in Psalm: Aliq: Com £0 01 2
Robert ROLLOCK, Comentarius in selectos aliquot
psal8m, Geneva, 1599 ; 2nd ed., Geneva, 1610 8°
1337. Guliel: Perkinsi armilla aurea £0 01 8
William PERKINS, Armilla aurea, id est, Miranda series
causarus et salutis & damnationis iuxta verbum Dei :
eius synopsin continet annexa tabula, Cambridge, 1590
Cambridge, 1591? ; Cambridge, 1592 ; Basle, 1596 ;
1599 80
(STC : 19655-19656)
1338. Jo: Piscatoris de praedestinatione disputatio £0 01 6
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, Disputatio theologica de
praedestinatione, ac nominatim de tribus quaestionibus
hodie controversis ... opposita disputationi Andreae
SchaafAnni, cui titulum fecit de Divina pro
singuloru hominum salute, voluntate ... per Johan.
Piscatores, Herborn, 1595 80
1339. Lamb: Danaei in Evang: marci questiones £0 01 6
Lambert DANEAU, Quaestiones et scholia in evangelium
secundum Marcum, Geneva, 1594 80
1340. Martini Beccani de Deo et Atributis divinis £0 01 8
Nartinus BECANUS, Tractatus de Deo et attributis
divinis : in quo Catholicorum sententia breviter explicatur,
et novi quorundam Calvinistarum atheisai refelluntur,
Mainz, 1611 80
1341. Theod: Beze question: et Respons: £0 01 4
Th&odore de BIZE, Quaestiones et responsiones Christianae,
Geneva & London, 1571 ; Geneva, 1576 ; 1577 ; 1580
1587 ; 1600 80
(STC : 2036)
1342. Jo: de Spina de providentia Dei £0 01 2




1343. Catachismus Romanus £0 01 6
COUNCIL OF TRENT, Catechismus RoManus, Ex decreto
Concilij Tridentini, Ad Parochos, Pii Quinti Pont.
Max. Iussu Editus, Nunc vero prim- ..., Dillingen,
1567 80
Numerous later editions in 80.
First edition : 1566 in folio.
1344. Phil: Paraei Catachesis £0 01 8
Johann Philipp PAREUS, Catechesis religionis
Christianae : in plerisque ecclesiis & scholiis reformatae
religionis usitata. Succincta analysi logica, &
exegesi theologica illustrata, studio J. P. Parei,
Hanover, 1624 80
First edition : Neostadt, 1615 (40).
1345. Jo: Piscatoris thesium theologic: lib £0 02 0
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, Volumen Thesium
theologicarua ; in illustri schola nassovica, partin
Herbornae, partin Sigenae disputatarum : praeside J.
Piscatore (Volumen alterum, praeside B. Textore),
2 vols. in 1, Siegen in Nassau, 1596, 1597 8°
1346. Guil: Barclaij de potestate papae £0 01 8
William BARCLAY, Prof. of Civil Law at Angers,
De potestate Papae : an & quatenus in reges & principes
seculares ius & imperium habeat ... Liber posthumus
(ed. John Barclay), Pont-a-Mousson, 1609 80
1347. Da: Chitraei de morte et vita eterna £0 01 8
David CHYTRAEUS the Elder, De morte, et vita aeterna,
2 vols. in 1, Wittenberg, 1581, 1582 ; 1583 ; 1590 80
f2Mr
1348. Amanda Polani de praedestinacone £0 01 6
Aiandus POLANUS, De Aeterna Dei praedestinatione
didascalia, Basle, 1598 ; 2nd ed., Basle, 1600 80
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1349. Ro: Rolloci in Epist ad Thesoloniensis Com £0 01 8
Robert ROLLOCK, In epistolam Pauli Apostoli ad
Thessalonicenses priore. ( posteriorem) comentarius,
Edinburgh, 1598 ; Herborn, 1601 80
(DS, pp.235,236,237 ; STC : 21279)
1350. Lambert Danaei de Antichristo lib £0 01 0
Lambert DANEAU, Tractatus de Antichristo recens editus,
in quo Antichristiani regai locus, tempus, forma,
munstri, fulcimenta, progessio, & tandem exitium,
& interitus ex Dei verbo demonstrantur, ubi etiam
aliquot difficiles antea & obscuri tun Danielis, tun
Apocalypseos loci perspicue im explicantur, Geneva,
1576 ; 2nd ed., Geneva, 1582 80
1351. 4 litle bookes of pdestinacon & such like (80) £0 01 6
1352. Martiralogium £0 03 0
Anon., Martyrologium. Complectens memorabilissima
praecipuorum artyr, dicta et facta, ab ipsis
apostolorou teeporibus ad haec usq; nostra hinc-inde
per Germanim, Gallim, Argliam, Scotim, Belgiam,
Italiam, Hispaniam, Lusitaniam, &c ob evangelicae
veritatis confessionem, post gravissimartm persecutionem
ac tormentorum variorum perpessionem, misere tandem ut-
plurimum interfectorum, Hanover, 1600? 80
1353. Jam: Gryneus upon ye prophet Haggai £0 01 6
Johann Jacob GRYNAEUS, Haggeus, the Prophet. Where-unto
is added a most plentifull co_entary, gathered out of
the publique lectures of ... D. Iohn Iames Gryneus ...
and now first published ... translated ... into English
by Christopher Fetherstone, London, 1586 80
(STC : 2790)
1354. The Pathway to prayer by Rob: Hill £0 01 8
Robert HILL, Minister of St. Bartholomews, London,
The Pathway to Prayer and Pietie, London, 1610 ; 1613
1615, 1616 ; 1617 80
First published as Christs prayer expounded, London,
1606 (80).
(STC : 13473-13476)
1355. The Reward of Religion by Edw: Topsell £0 01 4
Edward TOPSELL, The Reward of Religion. Delivered in
sundrie lectures upon the Booke of Ruth, London, 1596
1597 ; 1601 ; 1613 80
(STC 24127-24130)
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1356. The Immage of booth Churches by Jo: Baile £0 01 8
John BALE, Bishop of Ossory, The Image of bothe
Churches after the moste wonderfull and heavenly
Revelacion of Sainct Iohn the Evangelist, contayning
a very frutefull exposicion or parwhrase upon the
same, London, 1548? ; 1550? ; 1551? ; 1570 80
(STC : 1297-1298 ; 1300-1301)
1357. The Tryumph of a Christian by Wm: Cooper £0 01 0
Willia COWER, The Triuph of a Christian, contayning
three excellent and heavenly Treatises. 1. lacobs
wrestling with God. 2. The Conduit of Comfort. 3.
A Preparative for the Lords Supper, London, 1608 ...
London, 1639 80
(STC : 5937-5942)
1358. An English Psalter (80) £0 00 8
1359. An Expossition of Daniell ye Prophet £0 00 6
George JOYE, The Lcposicion of Daniel the Prophete
gathered oute of Philip Nelancthon, Johan Ecolaapadius,
Chonrade Pellicane, & out of Iohan Draconite, etc By
George Joye, Antwerp, 1545 ; London, 1550 80
(STC : 14823-14825)
Certayne treatasies by Mr: Dudley ffenner £0 00 8
Dudley FTNNER, Certain godly and learned treatises,
written ... for the behoofe and edification of all those
that desire to grow and increase in true godlines,
Edinburgh, 1592 80
(STC : 10769)
1361. Remidyes against discontentmts: £0 00 4
ANONYNJ, Remedies against Discontsent, drawen into
severall discourses from the writinges of auncient
philosophers, by Anonyui, London, 1596 80
(STC : 20869)
1362. Edicts of Pacification in french £0 00 6
P.D.B., Recueil des edicts de pacification, ordonnances
et declarations par les roys de France, ?, 1612 80
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1363. The Conviction of novelty £0 00 2
R.B., Roman Catholike (i.e. Richard LASCILLES, alias
BOLD), The Conviction of Noveltie and Defense of
Antiquitie. Or demonstrative arguents of the
falsitie of the newe Religion of England: and trueth
of the Catholike Roman faith ... Author R.B. Romn
Catholike, Douai, 1632 80
(STC : 1056)
1364. The Creation and fall of Adam £0 00 8
Captain Robert EVERARD, The creation and fall of Adam,
London, 1649 8°
(STC : E3537)
1365. The Nature of truth by ye Lord Brookes £0 01 6
Robert GREVILLE, 2nd Baron Brooke, The Nature of Truth,
its union and unity with the soule, which is one in its
essence, faculties, acts ; one with truth (ed. J.S.),
London, 1640 80
Another edition : London, 1641 (120).
(STC : 12363 ; B4913)
1366. of ye Originall of ye Soule £0 01 6
H(enry) W(OOLNOR), The true Originall of the Soule.
Proving ... that the production of mans soule is neither
by creation nor propagation, but by a certain meane way
between both (ed. E. Palmer), London, 1641 ; 1642 120*
(* Nb. No edition in 80).
(STC : W3526-W3527)
1367. Salmons workes £0 00 8
Probably works by the English radical, Joseph SALMON.
Salmon was the author of three extant volumes, in
various book sizes:
(a) Antichrist in Man, London, 1647 80
Later editions : London, 1648 (120) and London, 1649
(240).
(b) Heights in Depths and Depths in Heights,
London, 1651 80
(c) A Rout, a Rout, London, 1649 40
(STC : (a) unrecognised ; (b) S415 ; (c) S416-S416A
1368. A peece of Jacob Beamonds workes £0 01 8
An unidentified work by Jacob BOEHME in English.
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1369. Hermes Trismegistus his Pimander £0 01 4
HERES TRISNEGISTUS, Hermes lercurius Trismegistus, his
Divine Pymder ... Together with his second book, called
Asclepius ... with a comentary. Translated ... by ...
1370.
Dr. (John) Everard (with a preface by John French),
London, 1657 120
First edition (different title-page) : London, 1650 (80).
(STC : H1565 ; H1566-H1567)
of the Life of Christ £0 01 0
Valentin WEIGEL, Of the Life of Christ: that is of true
faith, which is the rule, square, levell, or measuring-
line of the holy city of God, and of the inhabitants
thereof here on earth ... Written in the German language
by V.W., London, 1648 120*
( * Nb. No edition in 80).
(STC : W1256)
1371. The way to Christ by Jac: Behemen £0 01 4
Jacob BOEHME, The Way to Christ discovered ... (A letter
from J. Behmen ... 20 April, 1624 - An Explication of
some words in the writings of J. Behuen), London, 1648
1654 ; 1656 120*
( * Nb. No edition in 80).
(STC : B3426-B3427)
1372. An Abstract of dutyes commanded & forbiden by God £0 0 10
George DOWNMANE, Bishop of Derry, An Abstract of the duties
co anded, and sinnes forbidden in the law of God (ed.
Basil Nicoll), London, 1620 ; 1625 ; 1626 ; 1635 8°
(STC : 7104-7107)
1373. Of Sysme(sic) by Mr: Owen £0 01 4
John OWEN, Of Schisme : the true nature of it discovered
and considered, with reference to the present differences
in religion, Oxford, 1657 80
(STC : 0780)
1374. Seaven sobbs of a sorrofull Soule £0 00 8
William HUNNIS, Seven Sobs of a Sorrowfull Soule for
Sinne. Comprehending those seven Psalmes of David ...
called Poenitentiall: ... reduced into meeter by W.
H(uiis) ... Whereunto are also annexed his Handful of
Honisuckles ; the Poore Widowes Kite ; a Dialog betweene
Christ and a Sinner, London, 1583 ... London, 1629 120*
( *Nb. No edition in 80).
(STC : 13975-13984)
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1375. Wm: Schickardi Astroscopium £0 01 4
Wilhelmus SCHICKARD the Elder, Astroscopium ... Cuu
tabella synoptica ad facilioren investigationem locorum
planetarum hoc proxiso decennio, pro iis qui Epheneridibus
sunt destituti, curante J. Ruffio, Nordlingen, 1655 120*
(* Nb. No edition in 80)
1376. 15 litle treatasies in English (in 120) £0 01 6
1377. The Scourge of Sacralidge £0 0 10
Samuel GARDINER, The Scourge of Sacriledge, London,
1611 80
(STC : 11580)
1378. An Answer to Mr: Reynolds refutation by Wm: Whittacre
£0 01 6
William WHITAKER, An answere to a certaine Booke,
written by ... W. Rainolds ... entituled, a Refutation
of sundrie reprehensions, cavils ..., London, 1585 ;
Cambridge, 1590 8°
(STC : 25364-25365)
1379. Christs testamt unfoulded by Mr: Symson £0 0 10
Archibald SINSON, Christes Testament unfoulded : or
seaven godlie and learned sermons on our Lords seaven
last words, spoken on the Crosse, Edinburgh, 1620 80
(STC : 22565)
1380. A short Catachisme (80 or 120) £0 00 6
1381. The glory of man £0 00 4
Edward RABAN, The glorie of man consisting in the
excellencie and perfection of woma. Gathered out of
Holie Scriptures, and most renowned writers. Whereunto
1382.
is annexed the duetie of husbands, Aberdeen, 1638 80
(STC : 20596)
Mr: Perkins his sermons £0 0 10
Probably the following edition:
William PERKINS, M. Perkins, his exhortation to
repentance, out of Zephaniah : preached in 2 sermons.
Together with two treatises of the duties and dignitie
of the .inistrie, London, 1605 80
Later editions in 120 : London, 1607 ; 1609.
(STC : 19706.5-19706.7 ; 19707.5-19708)
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1383. of ye Lords Supper £0 00 6
One of two works:
(a) Pierre VIRET, The principal points which are
at this daye in controversie, concerning the Holy
supper and of the smasse (Running title : "Of the Lords
Supper and against ye masse" ; trans. J. Shute),
London, 1579 80
(b) (Henry SMITH), A Treatise of the Lords Supper,
in two sermons, London, 1591 80
(STC : (a) 24782 ; (b) 22704-22705)
f2Ov
1384. The Apelation of Jo: Knoxe £0 00 6
John KNOX, The Apellation of John Knox from the
cruell ... sentence pronounced against him by the false
bishoppes and clergey of Scotland; with his supplication
and exhortation to the nobilitie, estates and comaltie
of the same realme (An adnition to Eland and
Scotland to call them to repentance, written by A.
Gilby), Geneva, 1558 80
(STC : 15063)
1385. 8 ould bookes (80 or 120) £0 01 0
1386. The true way to Salvation
I have been unable to trace any work
this exact title.




Franciscus PONISSONUS, De officio pastorum et ovium,
ad exeplar Jesu Christi, Boni Pastoris ; super
Psalmu vigesim. secundum, Toulouse, 1550 80
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1388. Oratorium Religiosorum (8° or 120) £0 01 6
I have been unable to trace any work with this title.
1389. Erasmi Roterodami Enchiridion militis Christ: £0 0 10
Desiderius ERASMS, Enchiridion Militis Christiani,
Basle, 1519 80
Numerous later editions in 80 and 120 (lst edition in
120 : Cologne, 1563).
First edition : Louvain, 1515 (40).
1390. opera Jo: Wigandi £0 01 0
Unspecified works by the German theologian Johann
WIGAND.
1391. A Rule to know true Religion £0 00 6
John HAMILTON, A facile traictise contenand ane
infallible ruel to discerne true from fals religion
(Running title : "A RUEL TO KNAU TREU RELIGION"),
Louvain, 1600 120
(STC : 12730)
1392. The posie of Godly prayers £0 00 6
Nicholas TMYLTHORP, The posie of godlie prayers,
London, 1611 ... London, 1676 120
(STC : 23934.2-23936 ; T847-T848)
1393. Dayly prayers by Tho: Rogers £0 00 6
Saint AUGUSTINE, Bishop of Hippo (suppositious),
A rigt Christian Treatise, entituled S. Augtines
Praiers : Published in more ple sort than yet it hath
bin in the Eglish tong ... bZ T a ors.
Whereunto is annexed Saint Auutines Psalter, London,
1581; 1591 ; 1600 ; 1604 ; 1607 120
(STC : 950-953)
1394. Dominicalia p(er) Nic: Selneccerum et Tho:(sic) Pelugium
£0 02 4
Two separate works bound together in one volume:
(a) Nicolaus SELNECCER, lvangeliorum et epistolarum
donicalium, explicationis pars secunda, Frankfurt,
1575 80
(b) Christoph PFLUG, Sylva theatum epistolarou
dominicalium et festorum per totius anni curriculum
explicationi inservientium, Wittenberg, 1611 80
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1395. Sacrae Scripturae Phrases £0 01 0
Laurentius a VILIAVICINTIO, Phrases Scripturae sacrae
... collectae per fratr Laurentium a Villavicentio,
Antwerp, 1571 80
1396. Theophilacte in 4 Evangelia narrationes £0 02 6
THEOPHYLACT, Archbishop of Achrida, TheopAylacti ...
in quatuor tvan8elia enarvationes ... revisee atque
recogiitae. Tm. Oecol-padio interprete, Zurich,
1527 ; Antwerp, 1531 ; Cologne, 1532 ; 1536
Antwerp, 1564 80
First edition : Cologne, 1525, in folio.
Another copy of Item no. 142, in octavo.
1397. Valentini Hellopaei de tota re sacramentaria lib
£0 02 6
BElint HELLOPOEUS, De Sacramentis in genere, sive,
de tota re sacramentaria, tractatio, Geneva, 1585 80
1398. Daniel: Syntagma disputationum
Another copy of Item no. 1307, above.
1399. Nicho: Machiavelli de rebublica lib
£0 02 0
£0 01 6
Nicco16 MACHIAVELLI, Disputationm, De Rexpublica, quas
Discursus nuncupavit, Libri III ... Ix Italico Latini
facti (trans. Joannes Nicolaus Stupanus), Mompelgard,
1591 ; 1599 80
Will: Zepperi de Politia Ecclesiastica £0 02 0
Wilhelm ZIPPER, De Politia ecclesiastica, sive Formsa ac
ratio adinistrandi et gubernandi regi Christi quod
est Icclesia in his terris, demonstrata ex forsa et
facie primitivae Icclesiae per apostolos fudatac, et
illustrata ex decretis conciliorum, historiis
ecclesiasticis, Herborn, 1595 ; 2nd ed., Herborn,
1607 80
1401. Enchiridion Theol: pasturalis £0 01 8
Petrus BINSFELD, Inchiridion theologiae pastoralis et
doctrinae necessariae sacerdotibus curam ani-arus
administrantibus, conscriptus a Petro Binsfeldio ...
nunc de novo recogpitut, Trier, 1594 ; 2nd ed.,
?, 1602 80
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1402. Petr: Rami de Religione Christiana £0 02 0
Another copy of Item no. 1334, above.
1403. Petr Chrysologi dominicalia £0 02 0
Saint PETER Chrysologus, Archbishop of Ravenna,
Sermones, Paris, 1544 ; Mainz, 1607 ; Cologne, 1627 ;
Lyons, 1627 ; Paris, 1632 ; Lyons, 1636 ; Rouen,
1640 80
First edition : Bologna, 1534 (40).
1404. Rod: Gualtheri in Epist: ad Ephes: Comm £0 01 6
1405.
Rudolph WALTHER, In epistolas D. Pauli Apostoli ad
Ephesios, Philippenses, Colossenses et Thessalonicenses,
D. Rudolphi Gualtheri ... homiliarum archetypi,
Zurich, 1590 80
Ejusdem authoris in Evangel: S: Jo: £0 02 6
Rudolph WALTHER, Archetypi homiliarum in evangeliu Dn.
N. Iesu Christi, secundtm Ioannem. Rudolphi Gualtheri
... nunc priinu ex eius autographo collecti, correcti,
notis & indice aucti a Rodolpho Si-lero, Zurich, 1605 80
First edition : Zurich, 1565, in folio.
1406. Jo: Cochlei de Authoritatae Ecclesiae £0 0 10
Johann DOBNECK Cochlaeus, De autoritate Ecclesiae et
Scripturae in Calvini errores & blasphemias, Mainz,
1549 80
First edition : Rome & Strassburg?, 1524 (40).
1407. Exposition in Genesis £0 01 6
Alexander ROSS, An Exposition of the fourteene first
Chapters of Genesis by way of Question and Anvwere,
London, 1626 80
(STC : 21324)
1408. Solem: Gesneri in Oseani Proph: Comm: £0 01 4
Solomon GESNER, Oseas propheta, duplici Latina
versione, una Hieronymi, altera Nontani, redditus,
et comnentario Hieronymi illustratus ; praemissa
praefatione additisque notiunculis a S. Gesnero,
Wittenberg, 1601 80
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1409. Expositio Symboli Apostolorum £0 01 0
Caspar OLEVIAN, lxpositio syiboli apostolici, sive
articulorus fidei in qua sua gratuiti foederis
aeterni inter Deum et fideles breviter ... tractatur,
Frankfurt, 1576 ; 1580 80
1410. Barth: Keckerm: Rhetoric: Eccles: lib £0 0 10
Bartholo aeus KECKEIRN4ANU, Rhetoricae Ecclesiasticae,
sive Artis formandi et habendi conciones sacras libri
duo, Hanover, 1600 ; 1604 ; 1606 ; 1616 80
1411. Rod: Gualtheri in Epist: ad Timotheum Com £0 01 8
Rudolph VALTHR, In Epistolas D. Pauli apostoli ad
Timotheum, Titus et Philemonem D. Rodulphi Gualtheri,
... hoiiliaru archetypi, cum indice rerum et verborum
copiosissimo, Heidelberg, 1601 80
1412. Jo: Piscatoris in Evang: Jo: Analysis logica £0 02 6
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, Analysis logica evangeli
secundum Johannem, London, 1591 ; 1595 ; Siegen, 1597
Herborn, 1603 ; 1608 ; 1609 80
(STC : 19953-19954)
1413. Da: Parei Epist: Jac: Explicatio £0 01 0
David PAREUS, In Jacobi apost. Epistolam catholicas
explicatio ... scripta et evulgata a Davide Pareo,
Heidelberg, ? 80
1414. Rod: Gualtheri in Epist: ad Hebreos Com £0 01 8
Rudolph WALTHER, In Epistolas D. Pauli apostoli ad
Hebraeos D. Rodolphi Gualtheri, ... homiliarum
archetypi, cum indice rerun et verborum copiosissimo,
Heidelberg, 1601 80
1415. Jo: Garetij de vera presentia corporis Christi £0 01 0
Joannes GARETIUS, De vera praesentia corporis Christi
in sacramento Eucharistiae classes IX. contra
Sacramentarium pestem ... collectae, Antwerp,
1561 80
1416. Dudlaei Sacra Theologiae £0 01 0
Another copy of Item no. 1283, above.
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1417. Da: Chytraei in Genesin: Comm £0 01 8
David CHYTRAKU the Elder, In Genesin enarratio,
tradita Rostochii, ut ad lectiones textus Bibliorum
auditores invitarentur, Wittenberg, 1557 ; 1561;
1568 ; 1576 80
1418. Ro: Baronij Apodixis Catholica
1419.
£0 02 6
Robert BARON, Prof. of Divinity at Marischal College,
Aberdeen, Ad Georgii Turnebulli TetragonismuR
pseudographum apodixis catholica, sive apologia pro
disputatione de formali objecto fidei, Aberdeen,
1631 80
Another edition published in 120 : London, 1657.
(STC : 1493 ; B880)
De disciplina Ecclesiastica £0 00 8
(Daniel TILENUS), De Disciplina Ecclesiastica, brevis
& modesta dissertatio ad Ecclesiam Scoticam. Autore
Gallo quodam Theologo, Aberdeen, 1622 80
(STC : 24067)
f2lr
1420. Unio Dissentium(siC) £0 00 6
Hermannus BODIUS, Unio dissidentium libellus, omnibus
unitatis & pacis amatoribus utilissima, ex praecipuis
Ecclesiae Christianae doctoribus ... selectus,
Cologne, 1527 80
Numerous later editions in 80.
1421. Erasmi Sarcerij in Epist: ad Phill: Collo: et Thes:
£0 01 8
Erasmus SARCERIUS, In Epistolas D. Pauli ad
Philippenses, Colossenses, & Thessalonicenses scholia,
Frankfurt, 1542 80
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1422. Acta concilij Tridentini £0 00 6
COUNCIL OF TRENT, Acta Concilii Tridentini, Antwerp
& Wittenberg?, 1546 80
1423. Ro: Rolloci in Ep: ad Hebraeos Analysis etc £0 0 10
Robert ROLLOCK, Analysis Logica in Epistolam ad
Hebraeos, autore D. Roberto Rolloco, ... Accessit
brevis et utilis tractatus de justificatione, eoden
authore, Geneva & Edinburgh, 1605 ; Geneva, 1610 8°
(STC : 21270)
1424. Am: Polani in Malachiam prophetam analysis £0 01 0
Amandus POLANUS, Analysis libelli Prophetae Malachiae,
Basle, 1597 80
With the text of Malachi in Hebrew and latin.
1425. ffr: Junij Eirenicum £0 01 0
Franjois DU JON the Elder, Kirenicum de pace Lcclesiae
catholicae inter christianos ... colenda atque continenda,
in Psalmos Davidis CXXII et CXXXI ieditatio Francisci
Junii, Leyden, 1593 80
1426. Medicina animae £0 00 4
Joshua MULLARD, Nedicina Animae, or the Lamentation and
Consolation of a Sinner. Together with severall
collections out of the Holy Scriptures, London, 1652 120
(STC : M3056)
1427. Ro: Rolloci in Ep: ad Galatas Analysis £0 00 8
Robert ROLLOCK, Analysis logica in Epistolam Pauli
Apostoli ad Galatas, authore D. Roberto Rolloco (ed.
H. Charteris), London, 1602 ; Geneva, 1603 ; Herborn,
1603 ; Geneva, 1610 80
(STC : 21269-21269.5)
1428. Ad ffrancisci margarita Theologica £0 01 4
Adamus FRANCISCI, Margarita theologica, continens
ethodicas explicationes praecipuoru capitus doctrinae
Christianae ... Accesserunt e Compendio Heerbrandio
disputationes ... J. Schr&deri XIII, Wittenberg,
1601 120
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1429. Jo: Piscatoris Aphorismi Doctr: Christ: £0 00 8
Johann PISCATOR of Herborn, Aphorismi doctrinae
Christianae ex Institutione Calvini excerpti, Herborn,
1589 80
Numerous later editions in 80 and 120, including
editions at London, 1595 and Oxford, 1630 (80 and 120
respectively).
(STC : 4372.5-4373)
1430. Gemmae regum £0 00 6
Lodowick LLOYD, Regu ge-ma e sacris Biblijs
des , London, 1600? ; 1602 120
(STC : 16628-16629)
1431. Labarinthus Amoris (80 or 120) £0 00 6
I have been unable to trace any work with this title
in latin.
1432. Jo: Gersonis de imitatione Christi cum alijs £0 02 0
Jean CHARLIER DE GERSON (suppositious), De Imitatione
Christi, Brescia, 1485 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80, with various
additions, etc.
First edition : Venice, 1483 (40).
1433. Ant: de Sales praxis Spiritatis (80 or 120) £0 01 6
I have been unable to trace either the author or the
work.
1434. Jo: Reynolds Theses £0 02 6
John RAINOLDS, Sex theses de Sacra Scriptura et
Ecclesia, publiciis in Academia Oxoniensi
disputationibus propositae, explicatae, London, 1580
1602 ; Herborn, 1603 80
(STC : 20624-20625)
1435. Da: Parei de iure Regum £0 01 4
David PAREUS, Quaestiones controversae theologicae, de
jure regum et principum, contra papam romanum, magnun
illum Anti-Christum ... Adversus Bellarminum, Becanum
& id genus ... Procurante editionem Joachimo Ursino
(pseud.), Hamburg, 1612 80
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1436. Defentio regia £0 02 6
Claude de SAUMAISE, Defensio Regia, pro Carolo I. ad
Serenissimm gnae Britanniae Regem Carolum II,
? and Leyden, 1649 120
Numerous subsequent editions in 120.
1437. Jo: David lapis Lydius £0 01 6
Jan DAVID, Lapis Lydius seu delitiarum Spiritualium
hortulum animae ad perfectionem contendentis ...
editum nunc latio serone donatum a F. Theodoro
Petreio ... cum figuris aere incisis, Cologne,
1610 120
1438. Gul: Amesij Coronis £0 01 6
William ANES, Coronis ad Collatione- Hagienseim, qua
argumenta Pastorus Hollandiae adversus Remonstrantium
quingue articulos de divina praedestinatione, & capitibus
ei adnexis, producta, ab horum exceptionibus vindicantur,
Amsterdam, 1628 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80 and 120, including
London, 1630 and 1632 (120).
(STC : 553-554)
1439. Jo: Lanspergij Ench: militiae Chr: £0 01 6
Johann JUSTUS Landsberger, Enchiridion militiae
christianae, ad novitateu vitae, quae in Christo est,
perfecte instituens, authore Jo. Justo Lanspergio,
Paris, 1545 ; 1546 ; Antwerp, 1550 80
Also published in 120 : Cologne, 1607.
1440. Guli: Amesij Animadversiones in Synodalia etc £0 01 0
William AMES, Animadversiones in Synodalia Scripta
Remonstrantiun, quoad Articulum primn ... Disp. XXVIII.
in Academia Franekerana propu4liatae a studiosis theologiae,
Franeker, 1629 80
Later editions in 120 : Amsterdam, 1633 ; 1646.
1441. Consolatio e sacris literis £0 00 6
Fran9ois HOTMN, Consolatio e Sacris Literis petita,
Geneva & Lyons, 1593 ; Geneva, 1594 8°
1442. Ro: Rolloci in Ep: ad Rom: Analysis £0 01 0
Robert ROLLOCK, Analysis dialectica Roberti Rolloci in
Pauli apostoli epistolam ad Romanos, Edinburgh, 1593
1594; Geneva, 1608 80
(STC : 21267-21268)
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1443. ffr: Hottmanni de Jure civili £0 01 0
Fran.jois HOTMAN, Partitiones juris civilis elementariae,
Basle, 1560 ; 1561 80
Later editions in 120 : Lyons, 1565 ; 1589 ; London,
1624 ; Bremen, 1626.
(London edition not listed in STC)
1444. Gul: Amesij in Ep: Petr: Analysis £0 01 0
William AMES, Utriusque Epistolae Divi Petri Apostoli
explicatio analytica ... Nec non III. conciones in
selectiora quaedam S. Scripturae loca. Authore ...
Dn. Guilielmo Amesio, Amsterdam, 1635 120
Another edition in 80 : London, 1647 (80).
(DS, pp.225-226 ; STC : A3004)
1445. Petr Du Moulin de Cognitione Dei £0 01 0
Pierre DU MIOULIN the Elder, De cognitione Dei tractatus,
London, 1624 ; Bremen, 1626 120
(STC : 7320)
1446. Hispanus Reformatus £0 00 4
Juan NICHOLAS Y SACHARLES, Hispanus Reforaatus ...
Omnibus Ecclesiis reformatis ... et praecipue ...
Archiepiscopis, Episcopis, Pastoribus et Doctoribus
... in ... Synodo Londinensi, anno 1621 jam
congregatis, London, 1621 120
(STC : 18529)
SECTION 0
"Some Law Bookes wth: divers others"
(Book sizes unknown)
1447. Swinburne of wills & Testaments £0 03 6
Henry SWINBURNE, A briefe Treatise of Testaments and
last willes, London, 1590, 1591 ; 1611 ; 1633 ; 1635
1640 1677 40
(STC : 23547-23551 ; S6261)
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1448. The termes of the Law £0 03 6
John RASTELL, The exposicions of the termes of the lawes
of Kngland, with divers ... rules and principles of the
lawe, as well out of the bookes of ... Littleton, as of
other ... Whereunto are added the olde tenures, London,
1563 ... 23rd ed., London, 1671 80
(STC : 20703.5-20718 ; R286-R291)
1449. Martinij Beccannus questiones £0 01 8
Nartinus BECANUS, Quaestiones miscellaneae de fide
haereticis servanda. Contra guendam Calvinista=
Batavm, qui so faederatoro inferioris Germaniae
defensorem appellat, Mainz, 1609 8°
1450. fflores voluntatum ultimarum £0 01 4
Rolandinus RUDOLPHINUS DE PASSAGERIIS, Flores
ultiiarum voluntatum, non sine sudore collecti per
dominum Rolandinu bononiensen ... cu additionibus
... istri Gerardi llulert, Lyons, 1524 40
Another edition in 80 : Speyer, Bavaria, 1598.
Other editions of this work appeared under slightly
different title (Flos ultimarum voluntatum).
1451. An Abridgmt: of ye Statutes £0 02 0
(John RASTELL), An Abridgement of the Statutes,
translated from the French and Latin by J. Rastell,
London, 1527 ... London, 1551 80
(STC : 9518-9526)
1452. Tractatus te(sic) literis gratiae £0 01 0
Joannes STAPHYLEUS, Bishop of Sebenico, Tractatus de
literis gratiae, Paris, 1547 ; Lyons, 1573 80
1453. Jul: Pacij definit: juris civilis £0 01 6
Julius PACIUS, J. A. Corvini ... Posth_us Pacianus ;
seu, Definitiones ... Juris utriusque ... Julii Pacii
... posthe, insigni auctu ; et divisionu, integronr
tituloru, aliaque accessione planac novatae,
Amsterdam, 1643 ; 1659 120°
1454. Magna Charta cum alijs Statutis £0 02 0
mga Carta, cu aliis antiquis statutis, London, 1531
1540; 1556; 1560?; 1576 ; 1587 ; 1602 ; 1608 ; 1618 80
(STC 9271 ; 9274 ; 9277-9285)
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1455. ffr: Hotmanni questiones £0 01 8
Franjois HOTNAN, Quaestionum illustrium liber,
Paris, 1573 ; 1576 ; Lyons, 1579 ; Leimar, 1585 80
1456. Justi Lipsi politicorum lib £0 01 4
Justus LIPSIUS, J. Lipsii Politicorum sive Civilis
Doctrinae libri sex, Leyden, 1589 40
Numerous later editions published in 40, 80, 120 and
160.
1457. Le Court Leet & Baron p(er) Jo: Kitchin £0 01 6
John KITCHIN, Le Court Leete, et Court Baron, collect
per J. Kitchin ..., et les cases et matters necessarie
pur Seneschals de ceux courts a scier, London, 1580
... London, 1623 80
(STC : 15017-15025)
1458. The young Clerkes guide £0 02 6
(Sir Richard HUTTON), The young clerks guide, London,
1649 ... 14th ed., London, 1673 80
(STC : H3847B-H3854)
1459. Melchior: Adami de vitis Theol: exterorum £0 01 8
Melchior ADAIUS, Decades duae continentes vitas
theologoruo exterorum principum, qui ecclesian Christi
superiori seculo propagart et propugnarunt,
Frankfurt, 1618 ; 2nd ed., Frankfurt, 1653 80
1460. A manuall or Analecta £0 02 0
Anon., A manuall or analecta, London, 1641 ; 1642 ;
1646; 1648 ; 1660 120
(STC : M545B-M547A)
1461. Actions for Slander £0 01 6
John MARCH, Actions for Slaunder, or a methodicall
collection under certain grounds and heads, of what
words are actionable in the law, and what not? ...
To which is added, Awards or Arbitrements methodised
under severall grounds and heads, London, 1647
1648, 1655 ; 1674 80
(STC : M571-M573)
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1462. natura brevium in English £0 01 6
Natura brevium newly corrected in Englisshe, London,
1532 ... London, 1580? 80
(STC : 18403-18411.5)
1463. Les tenures de Litleton £0 01 0
Sir Thomas LITTLETON, Les Tenures de Lyttelton,
London, 1545 ... London, 1639 80
First edition : London, 1481, in folio.
Norman French.
(STC : 15733 ; 15739-15759)
1464. A booke of sundry instruments £0 00 8
Possibly the following:





de Glanvilla de legibq Anglicae lib £0 01 0
Ranulphus de GLANVILLA, Tractatus de legibus et
consuetudinibus regni Anglie, teupore Regis Henrici
Secundi compositus, Justicie gubernacula tenente ...
R. de G., London, 1554? ; 1604 80
(STC : 11905-11906)
1466. Litletons tenures in English £0 00 6
Sir Thomas LITTLETON, Lyttilton tenures truely
translated into Englysshe, London, 1538 ... London,
1661 80
First edition : London, 1525, in folio.
(STC : 15761-15783 ; L2586-L2587)
1467. Haenigi Arnisaei Epitomie metaphys:(sic) £0 01 0
Henningus ARNISAEUS, Epitome doctrinae physicae,
continens brevem et dilucidam explicationem
fundamentorum Aristotelicorum, adjecto succincto examine
et decisione plerarumque quaestionum quae circa doctrinam
Aristotelis et veritatis fundamenta excitari solent,
Frankfurt, 1607 80
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1468. Tho: Brightmanni in Cantica canticorum Com £0 01 4
Thonas BRIGHTMAN, Co_entarius in Cantica canticorum
Salomonis, analysi & scholiis illustratus, Basle,
1614 80
1469. Nicol: Hemmingij Methodus Philos: et Theolog: £0 01 0
Niels HE14INGSEN, De tethodis libri duo: quorum prior
... oanium methodorum ... quarum usus est in philosophia
... declarationem, posterior ... ecclesiasten sive
methodum theologicam interpretandi, concionandique
continet, authore Nicolao Heingio, Wittenberg, 1562
Leipzig, 1565 ; 1570 ; 1578 80
1470. Elenchus motuum nuperorum in Anglia £0 01 6
George BATE, Elenchus motuum nuperorum in Anglia
Edinburgh, 1650 120
Later editions in 80 : London, 1661 ; 1663 ; Amsterdam,
1663 ; London, 1676.
(STC : B1079-B1082)
1471. Disquisitio de preadamitis £0 01 6
Johann HILPERT, Disquisitio de Preadamitis anonymo
exercitationis et systematis Theologici auctori
opposita, Utrecht & Amsterdam, 1656 120
1472. A Justice of peace his vade mecum £0 00 8
Walter YOUNG, A vade mecum, or tables containing the
substance of such statutes, wherein any one or more
justices of the peace are inabled to deale in, at the
1473.
session of the peace, London, 1643 ; 1650 ; 1660 80
Another edition in 120 : London, 1663.
(STC : Y94-Y96)
A Closset for Ladies £0 00 4
Anon., A Closet for Ladies and Gentlewomen, or, the
Art of preserving, conserving and candying. With the
230
ranner howe to make divers kinds of syrps : and all
kind of banquetting stuffes. Also divers soveraigne
medecines and salves, London, 1608 120
With numerous subsequent editions in 80 and 120.
(STC : 5434-5440)Catalogue
1474. Auli Gellij noctes Atticae £0 01 6
Another copy of Item no. 909, above.
1475. Suetonij tranquilli 12 Caesares £0 01 6
Another copy of Item no. 1053, above.
1476. C: Julij Solini Polihistor: £0 01 0
Caius Julius SOLINUS, Polyhistor sive de mirabilibus
nmdi opus, Bologna, 1505 40
Numerous subsequent editions in 40 and 80.
1477. Philostrati de vita Apollonij Tianei lib £0 01 6
PHILOSTRTUS the Elder, Phylostratus de vita Apollonii
Tyanei Scriptor luculentus a P. Beroaldo castigatus
(trans. from Greek into latin by A. Rinucinnus),
Lyons, 1504? ; Cologne, 1532 80
Another edition in 160 : Paris, 1555.
(AE, p.2 ; DS, p.21)
1478. Legum antiquarum Catalogus etc £0 02 0
Joannes Udalricus ZASIUS, Catalogus legum antiquarum,
una cum adjuncta staria interpretatione, per J.U.
Zasium ... collectus, cum annotationibus L. Charondae
... Accesserunt alia ejusden argumenti opuscula,
Frankfurt, 1551 80
Another edition : Paris, 1555 (160).
1479. Vellei paterculi historia Romm: £0 01 6
Marcus VELLEIUS PATERCULIS, Historiae Rouanae libri
duo, Venice, 1571 8°
Numerous subsequent editions in 80, 120 and 160.
First edition : 2 vols., Basle, 1520, in folio.
1480. Pauli manutij antiquitatum Rom: £0 01 4
Given the subject area of this section of the
catalogue, this is probably an edition of:
Paolo IANUZIO, Antiquitatum roianorum ... liber de legibus,
Paris, 1557 ; Venice, 1559 ; 1569 ; Cologne, 1570 8°
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1481. De Rom: et Venetor: magistrat: Comparatione £0 01 4
Guerinus PISO SOACIUS, De Rounanoru et Venetorom
lagistratuou inter se comparatione libellus, Padua,
1563 40
1482. Jurisprudentiae politicae £0 01 6
Possibly:
Franciscus RAGUELLUS, Leges Politicae, ex sacrae
jurisprudentiae, Frankfurt, 1577 ; 1586 80
1483. Hieronomi Osorij de regis Institutione £0 01 8
Jeronimo OSORIO DA FONSECA, Bishop of Silves,
De regis institutione et disciplina lib. VIII,
Lisbon, 1571 ; Cologne, 1572 ; 1574 80
Another edition in 160 : Cologne, 1588.
1484. Mercurius Gallobellicus £0 00 6
Another copy of Item no. 1148, above.
1485. Sibillina oracula Cum anotation £0 0 10
Sibyllina Oracula, de Graeco in Latinum conversa, et
in eandem annotationes S. Castalione, interprete,
Basle, 1546 ; Paris, 1599 ; 1607 80
Also a Greek-latin edition published at Basle,
1555 (80).
1486. Arcandum £0 00 8
ARCANDAM, pseud., Arcandam doctor peritissiinus ac
non vulgaris Astrologus, de veritatibus &
praedictionibus Astrologiae ... nuper per Richardu
Roussat ... aeditus, recognitus, Paris, 1541
1542 80
Another edition in 160 : Paris, 1553.
1487. Syciliae descriptio £0 00 6
I have been unable to trace any work of this title in
latin.
1488. Sphera Jo: de Sacra bosco £0 00 6
Another copy of Item no. 503, above.
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1489. Alfragani Astronomia
AJIAD IBN NUHANKAD IBN KATHIR al-Farghini, Alfragani
astronomorua peritissi-i compendium, Paris, 1546 80
f22r
1490. Cor: Valerij de Sphera
Cornelius VALERIUS, De Sphaera et primis astronomiae
rudimentis libellus ... Cui adjecta sunt brevia
quaedam de Geographia praecepta, Antwerp, 1561 ;
1568 ; 1575 ; 1585 80
1491. Chiromantia
1492. Hudalrici Regij Arithmetica
Another copy of Item no. 1204, above.
1493. A booke of palmestrie
Johannes ab INDAGINE of Steinheim, The Book of
Palmestry and Physiognomy ... Being brief introductions
... unto the art of Chiromancy .. and Physiognomy,
London, 1651 ... London, 1676 80
First translated into English as Brief introductions
... unto the art of chiromancy by F. Withers, London,
1558 (80).
(STC : I141-I143)
1494. Jo: Piscatoris Arithmetica £0 0 10
Joannes PISCATOR of Wittenberg, Arithmeticae co pendium
... denuo recognitum et locupletatum per J. Piscatorem,
Leipzig, 1582 ; 1592 8°
1495. Bakers Arithmetiq £0 00 8
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1496. Cronologia sacra £0 00 6
Philipp NICOLAI, Chronologia sacra, lib. 2. De regno
Christi. Shortly collected and augmented by Niels
Nichelsone. Newly translated, out of the German ...
into the English, by David Forbes, Edinburgh, 1630;
1631 160
(STC : 18572-18573)
1497. Jo: Claij Gramatica Germanica £0 01 8
Joannes CLAIUS Hertzbergensis, Gra_atica Germanicae
linvae, Leipzig, 1578 80
Numerous later editions in 80 and 120.
1498. The Psalter in high dutch £0 01 6
Der psalter zu teCitsch, Strassburg, 1475? 40
Numerous subsequent editions in all book sizes.
1499. Tho: Thomasij Dictionarium £0 07 0
Thomas THOKASIUS, Dictionarium linguae Latinae et
Anglicanae, Cambridge, 1587 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 40 and 8°(... 13th
ed., London, 1631, 40).
(STC : 24008-24017.5)
1500. Janua Linguarum £0 01 6
Various works appeared under this title in England.
Probably one of two works:
(a) William BATHE, Janua linguarum, sive modus
maxime acco_odatus. Cu translatione Anglicana (by
W. Welde), London, 1615 ... 1623 40
Latin-English.
(b) John HANNAH the Younger, Rector of Ewhurst,
Janua linguaru , London, 1626 40
Translated into English as Janua linguarum, an easy
method for the attaining all tongues, especially the
Latine, London, 1631 (40).
Later editions : London, 1634 ; 1645 (80), edited by
Thomas Horne, with additions from Timothy Poole.
(STC : (a) 14466-14468.5 ; 15077.7 ; (b) 14469
14471 ; 14472 ; H2812A)
1501. Brinsleyes grammer schoole £0 02 0
John BRINSLEY the Elder, Ludus Literarius : or the
Gramar Schoole ; shewing how to proceede from the
first entrance into learning, to the highest perfection
required in the grar schooles, London, 1612 ; 1627 40
(AE, pp.24,99 ; STC : 3768-3770b.2)
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